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INTRODUCTION

by Glen Burson, Chief Technology O cer, Salmon

Black Friday's surge in sales in November 2014
threw traditional British pre-Christmas shopping
habits into disarray. Shoppers, lured to online
retailers with signi cantly discounted ash
promotions, spent an estimated £810m online in a
single day almost 50% more than industry experts
had predicted. Three days later, the traditionally
anticipated busiest online shopping day 'Cyber
Monday' also saw a smaller but still signi cant
upturn in sales.
Glen Burson
CTO, Salmon

The impact of this US phenomenon on deliveries
and logistics for retailers in the UK has been well
documented. The degree to which this a ected
retailers' online operations and what to anticipate
in 2015 deserves further examination.
This guide o ers online retail operators insight into
what to expect in 2015 and acts as a playbook to
help plan and prepare for the busiest online trading
period ever in the UK.
At Salmon we predict that in 2015 the frenzy
of Black Friday, heightened by national press
coverage, will lead to the rst £1bn online shopping
day in the UK.
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We also believe that demand will start to surge
before Friday 27th November as shoppers come
online early to search for bargains.

Who are Salmon?
Salmon is a global digital commerce consultancy
that has been at the forefront of ecommerce
development in the UK for over 25 years. Salmon
designs, delivers and manages some of the world's
largest digital commerce installations. Clients
include: Argos, Audi UK, DFS, Game, Halfords,
Sainsbury's and Selfridges.
In 2014, we anticipated the potential increase in
tra c to our client sites and established the UK's
only cross-client 'Peak Operations Room', where we
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set up a dedicated multi-disciplined team of
engineers to provide an escalation path for online
operations teams in the event of load related
issues.
Our advance planning for the 2015 peak trading
period is now complete and we are happy to share
our planning and experience in this guide.

BLACK FRIDAY
WHAT HAPPENED WITH ONLINE SITE OPERATIONS?
Whilst retailers anticipated a spike on the peak trading days, they weren't ready for this new phenomenon.
Christmas shopping compressed into a much shorter period which focused around the two peak trading days
of Black Friday (November 28th) and Cyber Monday (December 1st). This was fuelled by frenzied media
activity, which consequently put a major strain on retailers' online operations, particularly Black Friday
morning, when bargain hunters searched online for deals, which resulted in issues such as:

SITE OUTAGES
Several national retailers online sites
went down for long periods.

SLOW BROWSING
Tra c overload led to degradation in site
loading times and negative social media
coverage for retailers who failed to deliver.

QUEUEING
Several sites implemented a holding page,
which led to frustrated buyers abandoning sites.
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BLACK FRIDAY
WHAT HAPPENED WITH ONLINE SITE OPERATIONS?
Retailers have been urged by consumers to up the
ante this coming Black Friday after many
consumers said stores were not prepared last year.
Research* has found 65% of shoppers said they
either agreed or strongly agreed that retailers
were not well prepared enough to cope with
demand on Black Friday .
John Munnelly, Head of Operations at John Lewis
Magna Park National Distribution Centre has
stated** that Black Friday 2014 took the centre
close to capacity as, at times, it processed 2.6m
orders during the peak moments of a day that saw
£44m taken in orders, hitting £2m between
midnight and 1am.
* Hammerson / Conlumino report 2015
** Quoted at eDelivery conference London 2015

He suggests: Retailers must now get good at
being transparent with the capacity we all have in
the engine room, he added: If we don't have fuel
to keep the customer promise we'll pay for that
handsomely after the event.
Dixons Carphone Chief Executive Sebastian James
is sure that Black Friday is here to stay and is
looking at improvements for this year. Although
Dixons Carphone encountered problems including
queues on its website and ful lment issues, the
electronics retailer reported an uplift in incremental
sales, which in contrast to other retailers, didn't hit
their margins***.
*** www.telegraph.co.uk 21/01/15 Black Friday will last forever

WHAT DID WE SEE AT SALMON?
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Average completed orders per hour on 28th November 2014 (Black Friday)

During the period that Salmon operated its 'Peak
Operations Room' we saw some major spikes in
tra c to our clients' websites. Our data across all
retail clients showed a steady increase starting
close to 7am with peak tra c happening from 9am
as shoppers browsed for bargains at the start of the
working day. This dropped by 30% around 3pm and
we saw an increase at 5pm as online shoppers
nished their working day, with continued strong
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sales through to midnight and into the weekend.
Overall we saw an average fourfold increase in
tra c for Black Friday compared with other days in
the Christmas Shopping period but interestingly a
higher completion rate of orders, which may
indicate that Black Friday shoppers were more
ready and waiting to make an order due to both
advanced publicity and the fact that many bargains
were available on Black Friday only.

WHAT IS ANTICIPATED FOR 2015?

2014
% of online shoppers
making a purchase
on Black Friday*

Amount spent online
on Black Friday**

30%

8%

£

810m

2015

**

£
1bn

***

Source:
* eDigital Research for Yodel 2015
** IMRG 2014 estimate
*** Salmon Ltd. forecast

According to a survey by eDigital Research* four
times as many UK shoppers plan to buy online
during this year's Black Friday event than in 2014.
The study of 6,000 online shoppers in June,
revealed that while only 8% of those surveyed
made online purchases on Black Friday 2014, 30%
planned to buy on Black Friday 2015.
Andrew Starkey, Head of E-logistics at IMRG, the
UK's association for online retailers advises: It's fair
to say that Black Friday splits opinion, but the
impact of it is so vast that it a ects all retailers
whether they run campaigns or not. The key points
for industry to address are around how to smooth
out the spike even spreading it over a few days
would make a massive di erence **
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Following the impact of Black Friday 2014 and the
surge in sales it caused for the UK s online retailers,
we predict that Black Friday 2015 (27th November)
will lead to the UK s rst £1bn online shopping day.
This milestone will be driven by the growth of
online shopping generally, alongside an increased
awareness of Black Friday and the deals available.
We also expect demand to surge before Friday
27th November with shoppers increasingly savvy
to retailers listing sale items.

* eDigital Research for Yodel, June 2015
** Internet retailing 27/03/15 EDX 2015

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR RETAILERS
BACK END OPERATIONS?
Most of the advance planning put in place
by the retail industry has focused around
logistics and delivery. IMRG has put forward
its recommendations for managing the logistics
around peak shopping on Black Friday 2015*.

If you capped tra c entering the website
or experienced capacity issues, forecasting from
2014 can prove challenging. This may require
a greater level of contingency to be applied
to factor in the unknown.

At Salmon we have established a Peak Trading
Operations service for our clients that focuses on
both planning for the period and execution on
Black Friday itself.

Translate the forecast into metrics that can be
simulated in controlled tests, such as requests per
hour and peak orders .

CONSIDERATIONS FOR PRE-PLANNING

For websites that experience a sudden demand
when the sale rst launches, forecast a dam burst
scenario with peak load targets, to simulate a
sudden in ux of tra c.

1. Has the 2014 performance been thoroughly
reviewed?
It is important to review what happened during the
last peak. Ensure that recommendations from the
post-peak review have been put into action to
prevent the same problems recurring. Thoroughly
review the performance of personnel, process and
systems, and ensure everything you learned is
being applied to this year's peak planning.

3. Is there a business plan for peak trading, and
has it been shared?
It is extremely important that the business, online
trading and operations teams are aligned on how
marketing activities will be used to drive tra c
online.
Undisclosed marketing activities can drive
customers to the stores in ways that haven't been
anticipated or operationally tested.

2. Has a realistic forecast been established?
Key considerations are:
A key question is, do you know what you are
aiming for?
Publish expected targets for 2015 so that all teams
have a common goal, and use them as a driver for
capacity related initiatives and testing.
The business forecasts are typically orders per
day or perhaps user sessions per hour estimates,
based on the previous year, using a percentage
uplift based on revenue targets. Also agree a level
of contingency to allow for margins of error,
limitations in testing and unexpected demand. This
will be based on business attitude to risk,
con dence in other preparation activities and
investment costs. Typically we would encourage
25% - 50% contingency.
* IMRG Black Friday 2015 - Managing the peak
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At what time will the sale go live, and what
advance notice have customers been given?
What are the planned timings and volumes for
marketing emails, television adverts and other
activities?
What shape will the sale take e.g. large
volume of discounted products, hourly deals,
percentage o a range of products followed
by further discounts or hot products.
These considerations must be taken into account
when making plans and formulating capacity tests.
Business alignment of marketing activities also
allows marketing teams to spread tra c loads
across a longer period of time, to reduce the strain
on infrastructure and ful lment teams.

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR RETAILERS
BACK END OPERATIONS?
4. Has the business signed o capacity testing
results?
Testing the capacity of the online store ahead of
peak trading is one of the most important and often
most poorly executed activities for peak
preparation.
Simulating realistic load takes time, e ort and
planning to execute in a way that provides
meaningful results. Key questions you should ask,
to understand if you have a sound capacity testing
approach, are:
Are the targets for successful capacity testing
well documented and agreed across all
stakeholders?
Has the behaviour of customers in peak
scenarios (which are typically di erent than
normal trading days) been understood and
modelled in the capacity tests?
Do the capacity test scenarios model the load
expected on peak days including any
marketing initiatives (e.g. hourly deals)?
Do you have infrastructure available for
capacity testing that simulates your production
environment in a realistic way, including
external interfaces, and with at least 50% of
the live production resources?
Is the data in your capacity test environment
representative of the live production site?
Are all batch/scheduled processes running
during the tests?
Are any other functional/environmental
changes planned prior to peak trading that
have not been included in the capacity
testing?
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5. Have you established your contingency plans?
Prepare a contingency plan ahead of peak trading
to provide teams with a reference point in case of
emergency. Contingency plans often involve
compromises by the business on service to endusers so it's important to establish what the options
are, how they are invoked and who has the sign-o
to action contingency options.
Examples of contingency plans could include:
Removal of expensive or non-essential features
of the site (this often requires forward planning
to allow these features to be turned o quickly
and seamlessly known as kill switches ).
A tra c throttling service (i.e. waiting room) to
deal with unprecedented load, and allow the
website to continue to trade.
Fall-back options for external services which the
website relies upon, in the case that third-party
or back-end services become unresponsive.
Restricted o ering (e.g. delivery services)
to allow ful lment teams to meet the
delivery promise.
Delayed or restricted marketing activities (e.g.
mailshots) to spread the load of tra c.
6. Are your operations teams ready?
With all this focus on technical system resources
there is potential to forget about planning for
human resources. Humans unlike machines need
rest, and make mistakes when they don't get it, so
planning to support operations before, during and
after the peak period is important.
Typically commerce teams are working hard prior
to peak to get nal features into the system prior to
the change freeze , at which point the system is
stabilised with non-urgent changes restricted.
Ensure operations teams get a chance to rest once
the change freeze is in e ect giving them a chance
to re-energise prior to peak trading.

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR RETAILERS
BACK END OPERATIONS?
7. Do you have a communications plan?

BLACK FRIDAY

A key element of peak planning is a pre-de ned
set of processes and communications. One way
to think of peak is as a crisis that you know will
happen in advance.

Agree roles and responsibilities

Your communication plans should set out all the
contact information and shifts for all personnel,
suppliers and partners. Create one version and
ensure everyone involved with peak operations
has a copy.
You should also de ne distribution groups and the
types of communications they need to receive.
Tailor your groups to the purpose, and ensure it is
clear to everyone who needs to be communicated
with and when. Set up conference call bridges in
advance and publicise the numbers. Consider
screen sharing technology also, so people can
collaborate on a problem when not physically
together in real time.

'ON THE DAY'

The Peak Operations Team should designate a
clear leader, and clear responsibilities for each
individual in advance of campaigns going live.
Ensure all systems are operational
Ensure all supporting systems are available and
working, and have monitors to show the status of
the systems in real-time. Also consider contingency
plans for outages of your systems, such as your
network or physical location.
Start regular communications early
Communications during peak are essential to
give stakeholders a good feeling that things are
going well, or to alert people to issues as they
occur. Topics for communication include tra c,
orders, response time, system metrics (CPU and
memory) and other analytical data relevant to the
business.
React quickly to issues
With all eyes on the systems you should be able to
see issues before they occur and react. Having the
right people on a conference line left open for use,
or in the same physical room, reduces the reaction
time of your team to issues.
Prepare for shift handover
Realise that people on the rst shift will tire, and the
second shift needs to take over. An overlap period
of handover of existing issues should be factored
in. Your personnel plan should ensure everyone
gets some sleep in the 24hr cycle of peak.
Finally we encourage all clients to run a post
Black Friday operations review to assess your
performance as a team and the technology after
the peak volume has passed. This may be post
Black Friday in anticipation of Cyber Monday, or for
the Christmas trading period.
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THE PEAK TRADING OPERATIONS PLAYBOOK 2015
TASK

DESCRIPTION

RESPONSIBLE

PLANNING CHECKLIST
Review last year s
peak performance

Analyse what worked and what
did not work to improve for this
years peak.

Ecommerce Team

Publish forecasts

Estimate volume of orders
and site visitors.

Analytics Team
Trading Team
Ecommerce Team

Share marketing plan

Create awareness of full marketing
campaign and key dates.

Marketing Team

Agree volume
contingencies

Estimate a contigency for
unexpected growth beyond
forecasts.

Ecommerce Team

Capacity testing

Understand what peak volume
will break your systems.

Performance Team

Agree contingency plan

Develop options for dealing
with excessive volume.

Ecommerce Team

Operations team planning

Plan human resources for
operating during peak period.

Ecommerce Team
Trading Team

Establish communications
plan

De ne key roles and
communications that will occur
during peak period.

Ecommerce Team
Trading Team

EXECUTION CHECKLIST
Roles and responsibilities

Ensure everyone is where they
need to be to ful l their role.
De ne backups if key
individuals are unavailable.

Peak Period Leader

Systems

Monitor system thresholds
using dashboards and alerts
to pre-empt problems.

Peak Operations Team

Communications

Send regular communications
to stakeholders on trading
volumes and any issues.

Peak Operations Team

Issue Reaction

React to issues as they occur
and implement xes and
workarounds.

Peak Operations Team

Shift Handover

Handover to a second shift
at de ned intervals to keep
the team fresh.

Peak Operations Team

POST PEAK CHECKLIST
Post Peak Review
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Analyse issues and determine
how to mitigate them for the
next peak cycle.
Analyse any organisational
issues and suggest changes
for improvement.

Peak Period Leader

THE SALMON PEAK TRADING SERVICE
FOR ONLINE RETAILERS
Supporting our customers during peak is the highlight of our year and we have several teams ready to ensure
smooth operations during this time. We o er the following peak trading service for current Managed Services
customers of Salmon or new customers that sign up for a support package for 2016.

Capacity Review
Performance test your systems up to peak loads
to see where your break points are. It is better
to know where a system will break rather than
think you know. Our performance tuning experts
can tell you where this point is, and give you
recommendations to meet your customers' peak
expectations.

Peak Readiness Planning
Salmon have experience of planning for peak
operations. We can assist in developing your peak
readiness plan through years of experience running
peak trading for our customers.

Peak Operations Room
Salmon's experts in ecommerce performance,
application and infrastructure are available in a
manned operations centre during Black Friday
and Cyber Monday. They monitor and detect issues
before they lead to outages, and quickly remedy
issues if they cause problems for customers.
During this time we e ectively reduce our response
time to real time.

Dashboard Monitoring
Salmon have dashboards and monitors that can
show spikes in system resources and thresholds,
and relieve that pressure before the website goes
down.

Service Management
Salmon Service Delivery Managers maintain
constant communications between your business
and technical and operations sta during peak.
This ensures everyone knows what is going on,
and operates from the same playbook.
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